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> Designed mainly for medical professionals, but also very much usable by any day-to-day user with an inclination towards
medical file and image study, Weasis is a cross-platform, Java-based utility that provides a staggering array of tools for viewing
DICOM (short for Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) files and radiological images. > > Before we dive deeper
into what really makes this app useful, there are a few things worth mentioning. First off, the fact that this is a portable app,
which means that not only it doesn't require installation, but it can also be launched in mere seconds, directly from a flash drive,
on any Windows PC or Mac that's running Java. > > Incredibly feature-packed and well-thought-out DICOM/medical viewer >
One of the best things about this app is the fact that it comes with support for a wide array of DICOM files, including multi-
frame, enhanced, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MIMI Encapsulation, SR, PR, KOS, and AU, coming from all storage mediums,
including CDs and DVDs or other portable media. It's also quite capable of working with most other photo formats as well, with
support for TIFF, BMP, FlashPix, GIF, JPEG, PNG, and PNM. > > One other area where this app shines is in the image
manipulation department, as it allows you to effortlessly manage photos with specialized and intuitive tools for panning,
zooming, windowing, rotating, flipping, scrolling, and filtering pictures. > > Since we're on the subject, a special notice goes out
to the "multi-viewer" feature which makes it possible for you to view multiple images in various customizable layouts, quite
handy for situations when you want to compare various images on one screen. > > Not just a glorified image viewer, but a full-
fledged analyzer with measurements and drawing features on tap > Last but not least, the app's measurement and annotation
tools which, as we're sure you'll see, are many. Ranging from simple tools that can help you calculate the distance between two
selected points, to more complex ones that allow you to calculate any custom-defined share, area, or angles, the app has got you
covered. > > Last but not least, you might also be interested in knowing that the app allows you to save the measurements and
annotations in DIC
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Seek, measure, and annotate: get a quick overview with classic tools, with modern and intuitive elements for even more details.
Multi-viewer supports up to 24 images, or single-page for as many as 3. Selected text in single/multiview images export to
DICOM, JPEG, PNG,... View, interact with, and annotate images, including drawing annotations Measure distances, areas,
angles, axis, and offset Create custom layout for images of any type, and measurements of any element of interest Compare
selected image or calculated share/angle... Export images, measurements and annotations in DICOM, JPEG, PNG,... formats
(All supported image formats in the official version) Only portable app (requires java runtime for Windows) Fully native (no
java installer) Windows: Zip: C:\Users\Benjamin\Downloads\weasisd.zip Mac: Zip: /Users/benjamin/Downloads/weasisd.zip
Linux: The accuracy of Weasis' file readings is quite high in some cases, and it does a very good job of keeping windows
healthy by automatically restarting them if they freeze. It's also worth mentioning that it does not appear to interfere with any
other processes. Weasis Video: Weasis 2.8.2.001 is a medical image viewer and cross-platform medical image analysis
application. It can be used to view medical images and is especially designed for medical students, hospital staff and medical
doctors. Weasis was designed mainly for medical professionals, but also very much usable by any day-to-day user with an
inclination towards medical file and image study, Weasis is a cross-platform, Java-based utility that provides a staggering array
of tools for viewing DICOM (short for Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) files and radiological images. Before
we dive deeper into what really makes this app useful, there are a few things worth mentioning. First off, the fact that this is a
portable app, which means that not only it doesn't require installation, but it can also be launched in mere seconds, directly from
a flash drive, on any Windows PC or Mac that's running Java. Incredibly feature-packed and well-thought-out DICOM
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Weasis is a medical visualization tool that provides a complete solution for the experienced DICOM/medical professionals and
non-professionals alike. It is a cross-platform, Java-based, practical and easy-to-use DICOM/medical viewer tool. Furthermore,
it can be used on any computers that are running Microsoft Windows (XP-7), or Mac OS (10.3-10.9). The DICOM/medical
imaging format standardizes medical images and files, and the Weasis DICOM viewer provides a complete solution for viewing,
analyzing and saving DICOM images. One of its key features is the exceptional precision of the rendering of medical images.
With DICOM image file support of complete desktop, you can view, analyze and export DICOM images using the most popular
desktop platforms like Microsoft Windows (7-10), Linux, and Mac OS. Key Features: - DICOM/medical viewer supporting all
popular DICOM/medical file formats, including multi-frame, enhanced, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, SR, PR, KOS, MIMI
Encapsulation and AU (Advanced Universe) - Extensive image manipulation tools that allow you to tilt, zoom, flip, rotate, resize
and crop images - Multi-viewer that allows you to view multiple images in various customizable layouts - Measurement tools -
Add measurement box to any point in any image - View measurements by PR or directly to XML format - Measure
distance/area/angle between selected points in each image - View measurements and annotations in the DICOM PR or directly
to XML format - Draw measurement lines and annotations - Export files in DICOM, JPEG, PNG, BMP, TIFF, GIF, FlashPix,
and JPEG - Export in DICOM PR, XML, ISO, TIFF, ZIP, JPG, BMP, and PNG formats - Export measurement and annotations
as a list to an Excel file - Efficient DICOM/medical image viewer that uses reduced memory and computing resources - No
matter what platform you are running, Weasis can be launched directly from a USB flash drive, or from a CD/DVD Here are
the last couple of additions to this years Christmas catalog – enjoy this sneak peak at what’s new for the 2011-2012 season! 2
new cute and charming holiday pets make their appearance – Dapper and Fluffy the fox and

What's New In Weasis?

Supports DICOM, X-Ray, X-Ray Tube, and CT files. Supports DICOM MP4, X-Ray DICOM, GIF, PNG, JPEG, DOC, and
PDF formats. Optional ZIP support. Save to DICOM and X-Ray Images into flash memory. Trim, Crop, Deskew, and Rotate
Images in advanced mode. Also supports zoom and annotations with color measurement and drawing tools. Great DICOM
Viewer and analyzer with advanced measurements and annotations. Measure distance between two or multiple points on an
image. Evaluate area, center of mass and convex hull of selected object on an image. Check distances between two or multiple
points on an image and rotate and flip the image in either direction. Measure angles between two or multiple points in an image
and rotate or flip the image in either direction. Save measurements and annotations in DICOM PR or directly to XML. Version:
2.3.2.0 The world of technology is changing and is now in a constant flux. The pace of technological innovation is increasing
exponentially, along with the number of devices and machines we have at our disposal. In this new technological era, the way we
use them will change as time goes by and "smart" technologies continue to increase in capability and capacity. Technology will
empower our families, communities, and governments, as well as enrich our life, increasing our quality of life and providing us
with a true freedom of choice. At HKCR, we are committed to providing a website that is accessible to people with disabilities.
In line with the accessibility standards set by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
2.0, HKCR adheres to the highest standards to make sure that the information available on this website is of the highest possible
quality. If you have any feedback or suggestions for HKCR, please send an e-mail to irc-feedback@hkcr.com. Thank
you.Sunday, July 31, 2008 Sgt. Zhukov - Another Victim of Feminism's Taint by Michele Littell On the Old House & Garden
website, a reader posted a story on the blog for July 31, which concerned the death of an old friend, Catherine Zhukov. I found
her writings interesting and amusing. The blog entry is a nice reminder of her writing talent, along
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System Requirements For Weasis:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64bit) Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 Intel Core 2 Duo E8400
Memory: 4GB RAM 4GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 / AMD Radeon HD 5750 NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 /
AMD Radeon HD 5750 DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Storage: 25GB available space 25GB available space Additional Notes:
The game has an NVIDIA GPU requirement. There
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